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this character being the result of an extraverted attitude on
the part of the individual; or introverted if the progression
has to conform with the conditions of the ego, or more strictly
with the ' subjective factor'. Similarly, regression can
proceed along two lines, either as a retreat from the outer
world, introversion, or as a flight into extravagant, external
experiences, extraversion. Lack of success makes of the
first attitude a condition of dull brooding, while failure in
extraversion means the life of the waster. These two different
ways of reacting, which I have called extra- and introversion,
correspond to two opposite types of attitude, and are described
in detail in my book, Psychological Types.
The libido moves not only forward and backward, but
also outward arid inward. I have been at pains to set forth
the psychology of the latter movement of the libido in my
book on types, and will therefore, forego further elaboration
of it in this connexion.
c. The Transposition of the Libido
In the Psychology of the Unconscious (Part iii, Chapter iii)
I have used the expression ' transformation' of the libido
to describe its energic metamorphosis or conversion. I mean
by this expression the shifting of psychic intensities or values
from one conteftt to another, a process corresponding to the
so-called transformation of energy; for example, in the
steam engine the conversion of heat into the pressure of
steam, and then into the energy of motion. Similarly the
energy of certain psychological phenomena are transformed
by suitable means into other dynamisms. In the work
above mentioned I have given examples of this process of
transformation, so that I can spare myself the labour of
further illustration here.
When nature is left to herself energy is transformed along
the lines of natural ' gradients'; by this means natural
phenomena are produced, but not work. So also man when
left to himself lives as a natural phenomenon, and, in the

